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Reeent work with the 184=inch cJ'clotron has increased greatly the n:runber of alpha emitting isotopes and stimulated the re·.,examination of alpha decay systematics o (1 9 2) in the heavy n",glono ' The present paper descrIbes experimental work carried ----,~------~----~------'----
(1) To Perlman? Ao Ghiorso and G. To Seaborg,jl Physo Rev. 14.9 1730 (1948 .,
(2) I., Perlman? Ao Ghiorso and Go To Seaborg. 9 Physo Revo 129 1096 (1949) ., out to get more information concerning the abnormalities in alpha stability for nuclei in the region of 126 neutrons"
A plot of alpha energy' versus mass number for nuclei of elements above atonrl.c number 85 produces a series of nearly parallel curves (see Fig" 1 2-' ::,p ec't that Fl' .1-.... 9 E:m 2.l2)l and isotope,s of lower rnass nUln.ber Vlould e7'11ibit alpha halfl ives long enough to permit their chemical isolation from targets bombarded in the l84~,inch cyclotron" Should it be possible to do this~it would cons·titute further evidence for a region of stability at 126 neutrons" (3)
In addition to the above considerations" it is of interest to learn more about element 87<> No isotopes of this element were knovm until Pereyu s work on the 
---,---,-------_._---------------------
(4) M. Perey, Compt. rend.~J 97 (1939) . (5) -------------,----in Table I have boen discovered. Any' n8TiT information concerning the isotopes or the chemical proporties of this little known elc:ment should be ywlcome. (8, 9) (10) Meinke and G. To Seaborg, Yhys. Rev.~, 695 (2948) . (7) . use of a high energy proton beam (maximum 350 Mev) on thorium easily effected the preparation of isotopes in the region of interest by spallation reactionsu We were able to isolate francium and establish the new family of isotopes shorm in Figure   2 . The experimental evidence for this scheme is given below.
In addition evidence was found for Fr 211 decaying principally by successive orbital~lectron captures to At 211 with a half-life of 8 minutes. This particular work is not complete.
It is quite evident then that the emanation and francium curves in Figure 1 show the same sharp break in the neighborhood of 126 neut.rons as do the curves for elements 83 -85. One may safely predict that higher elements will show the same effects but the possibility of observing i.t by the method used here for francium and emanation grows slim, because the half-lives for alpha~ecay become very short and the region of greater beta illstability is being penetrated. These matters are (11) discussed in much more detail in a forthcoming paper by Perlman, Ghiorso and Seaborg.
(11) Ie. Perlman, A. Ghiorso, and G. 2556c (March 2!1-.~1911-9).
__. ._.,.._---
The thorium foil was dissolved in hot. 6H HCI containing O.ll'! (I'm4)2SiF60
After diss olution.? 2 mg of ces:huTI oarrier was precipitated as eesium silicotungstate from 6E, HCI J l7ashed in HCI, dissolved in 1JaOH~scavenged of cc=precipi tated impuritie~i b;y means of by~product ferric hydroxide precipitation and finally precipitated as cesiwn perchlorate from anhydrous alcoholic perchloric acid solution. by frequent differential pulse analyses of the alpha spectrum by which method the peak due to any isotope can be followed independent;1y of the rest. In our alpha Identification of Astatine DaUi?hter
lpha-pLtlse analyses of.francium! + sarlples after three hours decay clearly showed a new alpha activit;)" of 5.. 65 '-,,02
Mev energy. This activity could be volatilized from one plate to another at temperatures much lower than the francium eouid be moved.
High volatility is characteristic of astatine~ (15) 208 .. This isomer dEK:ays '~;r orbital elet,tron~captur'e to Po wl'th a half~l::i fa of '7 hours.
Identification of Polonivn Dauf"hter
<~_~J _ > , < c " -" '~_ " " " _ ' -" -" _ o . 
__ -=-"

YJ.t o A small contribution
to the c01mting rate due to the growth and decay of the At 208 daughter was also subtracted.
The resulting points were normalized to make the cOlmting rate equal 100 at the time of volatilization and plotted as shown in Figure 80 The curves shovvn were derived from the theoretical equation below using a 
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Plot of alpha particle energy versus mass number for isotopes of elements 83-89. Lines join all isotopes of a single element. ... Half-life of~12.
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